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Abstract
Advances in computational capabilities and large volumes of experimental data have established computer simulations of brain tissue models as an important pillar in modern neuroscience. Alongside, a variety of domain specific languages (DSLs) have been developed to succinctly express properties of these models, ensure their portability to different platforms, and provide an abstraction that allows scientists to work in their comfort zone of mathematical equations, delegating concerns about performance optimizations to downstream compilers. One of the popular DSLs in modern neuroscience is the NEURON MODeling Language (NMODL). Until now, its compilation process has been split into first transpiling NMODL to C++ and then using a C++ toolchain to emit the efficient machine code. This approach has several drawbacks including the reliance on different programming models to target heterogeneous hardware, maintainability of multiple compiler back-ends and the lack of flexibility to use the domain information for C++ code optimization. To overcome these limitations, we present MOD2IR, a new open-source code generation pipeline for NMODL. MOD2IR leverages the LLVM toolchain to target multiple CPU and GPU hardware platforms. Generating LLVM IR allows the vector extensions of modern CPU architectures to be targeted directly, producing optimized SIMD code. Additionally, this gives MOD2IR significant potential for further optimizations based on the domain information available when LLVM IR code is generated. We present experiments showing that MOD2IR is able to produce on-par execution performance using a single compiler back-end implementation compared to code generated via state-of-the-art C++ compilers, and can even surpass them by up to 1.26x. Moreover, MOD2IR supports JIT-execution of NMODL, yielding both efficient code and an on-the-fly execution workflow.

CCS Concepts: • Software and its engineering → Compilers; Domain specific languages • Applied computing → Computational biology.
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1 Introduction
The last decade has seen a cambrian explosion of compute architectures fueled by the breakdown of Dennard scaling [8] and the insatiable appetite for compute resources [49]. Computer architecture designs have proliferated, catering to both mainstream applications and specialized domains. This trend is expected to continue with more application-specialized architectures [21]. It would be, however, difficult to write software that is able to take advantage of these hardware technologies without the help of modern compiler frameworks. Compilers thus are constantly evolving to keep up with evolving programming language standards, and incorporate optimizations techniques for new instruction set architectures. Still, writing efficient, large-scale and portable HPC applications poses unique challenges to the developer in today’s environment of constant innovation in hardware architectures. Parallel programming models like OpenMP, OpenACC, CUDA, HIP, OneAPI, SYCL [19], and performance-portability frameworks like RAJA [5] and Kokkos [17] are trying to bridge the gap between new hardware architectures and the needs of HPC software. But, there is no silver
bullet and developers need to retune their programs with each new generation of hardware.

Domain-specific languages (DSLs) play an important role in reducing the performance and knowledge gaps to write efficient programs. Here we focus on the field of computational neuroscience, where DSLs have become particularly useful. Examples include SBML [26], MorphML [15], LEMS [10], and NESTML [43]. These DSLs allow scientists to express the often complex neuron and synapse models in the most appropriate form and leave the work of generating efficient and hardware-optimized simulation code to a transpiler framework [7]. This is particularly important for the study of biophysical models, where simulations have seen an enormous increase in scale and complexity over the last two decades. For example, researchers are building morphologically detailed models of regions of the rodent brain to understand important questions like synaptic plasticity [12], others explore possibilities to run human brain-scale simulations [55]. As demands for scalability increase, neuroscience simulation frameworks undergo constant modernization [4, 11, 45], often to take advantage of the evolving hardware landscape.

The NEURON simulation framework [23] is widely used in the computational neuroscience community for simulating detailed neuronal models. A core feature of NEURON is its DSL, NEURON Model Description Language (NMODL) [24], which allows the neuroscientist to describe membrane and synapse mechanisms to model the diverse cell dynamics present in neuronal tissue. While over the years several NMODL transpilers have been proposed, all have in common that they generate C++, which must be then compiled into a library used in the simulation. The NMODL framework [33] is one such code-generation framework. It ensures that NMODL programs run efficiently on modern architectures, by employing a combination of ordinary differential equation (ODE) simplifications, various AST transformations, and generation of C++ code that interfaces with programming models including ISPC, OpenMP, OpenACC, and CUDA. The AST transformations include standard optimizations like inlining, constant folding and loop-unrolling at the DSL level, as discussed in Kumbhar et al. [33, Section 4.1].

This has helped to achieve speedups of up to 10× in production simulations and up to 2× when compared to programs hand-tuned for SIMD processors [24]. Even though NEURON is able to provide an extensible and optimized simulation environment, there are still multiple challenges for developers as well as end-users. First, end-users need to have a fully functional compiler toolchain even when using binary distribution of NEURON. Second, limited auto-vectorization capabilities and lack of SIMD vector math libraries in open-source compilers add a dependency on vendor compilers for achieving the best possible performance. Third, generating C++ code with various back-ends for hardware optimizations means that the NMODL framework contains in effect several code generators, which adds additional complexity and maintenance efforts. Fourth, the ahead-of-time (AOT) compilation used by the NMODL framework limits potential optimizations when certain information about the model is only available at runtime. In addition, it makes the compilation workflow less interactive and attractive for end-users.

In order to address these challenges, in this paper we introduce MOD2IR, an extensible multi-platform code generation framework for NMODL, based on LLVM [34]. The four main contributions of the framework are:

1. Reducing the development cost and maintenance burden by leveraging the LLVM infrastructure to target existing and emerging hardware architectures, without sacrificing the performance compared to existing back-ends and compiler toolchains.
2. Building an end-to-end code generation pipeline by using LLVM's code generation capabilities and integrating open-source vector math libraries like SLEEF [50].
3. Mapping NMODL’s abstract representation directly into LLVM IR to generate as efficient or better code for CPUs, including scalar and SIMD code, and GPUs.
4. Supporting dynamic code generation and on-the-fly execution using LLVM’s JIT-execution infrastructure.

Thus, our approach lends itself to interactive yet high performance use as other projects in other domains have established, such as Julia [6] or JAX [9]. In our experiments, MOD2IR achieves on-par performance when compared to state-of-art compilers such as GCC, Clang, and Intel or NVHPC C++ compilers. For certain benchmarks, MOD2IR outperforms existing solutions showing a speedup of more than 1.2× for both CPU and GPU platforms.

2 Background

2.1 NEURON and NMODL DSL

NEURON is a simulation environment which allows users to represent the diversity of electrical and biophysical properties of nerve cells, and to model the dynamics of individual membrane channels and synapses. Developed over the last four decades, NEURON is one of the most popular software simulators in computational neuroscience, as evidenced by citations from more than 2,500 scientific works, collectively featuring more than 750 models that range from single-cell studies to large networks simulating entire brain regions.

In NEURON, individual nerve cells are treated as a tree of branched cables and the electrical activity of cells is modeled using a discretization of the cable equation [54], giving rise to a set of coupled ODEs. To model the ion channels in membrane and synapses, one needs to consider additional ODEs that the simulator must solve at every time integration step. These ion channel and synapse types including their differential equations are specified in NMODL. This abstraction via a DSL is crucial as it allows domain experts to focus on the scientific problem at hand rather than low-level programming details. Figure 1 shows an example of such a...
channel specification using NMODL. This specific example and NMODL specification are already discussed in [33].

From a code generation and simulator performance perspective the runtime execution profile of NEURON simulations is typically dominated by compute kernels of the ion channel and synapse models generated from NMODL. The computational cost and performance properties of such kernels and simulations have been extensively studied in [13, 14]. In this work we are interested in the DERIVATIVE and BREAKPOINT blocks in the Figure 1 that are converted to a compute-intensive state update kernel (nrn_state) and a memory-bound current update kernel (nrn_cur). The first calculates voltage updates, while the latter calculates the changes in various ionic currents and their contribution to the total current within each discretization element of the neuron. The cumulative runtime of all nrn_state and nrn_cur kernels typically accounts for more than 90% of the total simulation time and hence are the targets for optimal code generation in our work.

2.2 Code Generation Workflow and Complexity

To run the simulation, a model written in NMODL is transpiled to create a model-specific library (see Figure 1). A channel or synapse model is written in NMODL as a collection of MOD files, which are transpiled into C++ files, and then compiled into a model-specific library. Depending on the target hardware, this involves compiling for a host architecture (CPU) and additionally an accelerator (e.g. GPU). When simulating a model, this model-specific library is loaded by the NEURON distribution that is installed by a user.

Figure 1 also depicts the complexity arising from supporting such a DSL code generation workflow on different OS platforms, compiler toolchains, programming models to target CPU/GPU architectures, and underlying dependencies with vendor-specific libraries. As discussed in Section 1, compiler toolchains like GCC and Clang are commonly available and used by end-users. But until now the NMODL transpiler framework has largely relied on vendor compilers for efficient SIMD code generation and GPU offload support. This leads to a significant maintenance burden to support such a complex software stack.

3 Design and Implementation of MOD2IR

We now describe the architecture of MOD2IR, implementation of code generation pipelines, and integration with open source and vendor vector-math libraries. We also discuss how, by leveraging LLVM’s JIT infrastructure, MOD2IR provides a Python API that enables on-the-fly model execution.

3.1 Architecture

MOD2IR follows a conventional modular design with three major components, depicted in Figure 2: 1) an AST visitor that prepares the NMODL AST for code generation; 2) an AST visitor that produces LLVM IR; and 3) multiple passes that specialize and optimize the IR. The optimized IR can then be compiled ahead-of-time, or JIT-compiled at runtime. Lexing and parsing to yield the AST for an NMODL program is performed by the NMODL framework on which MOD2IR is built, and hence are not shown in the architecture diagram.

As the first step, MOD2IR populates a CodegenConfig object (1) which holds information about the target architecture and guides the code generation workflow. MOD2IR then takes the AST generated by the NMODL framework and passes it to the Lowering visitor (2), which yields code in a
C-like target-agnostic abstract representation ready for code generation (see Section 3.2.1) and includes all computational kernels (\texttt{nrn\_state}, \texttt{nrn\_cur}). We refer to this as the \textit{lowered NMODL AST}. Next, the lowered NMODL AST is passed to the \texttt{IRCodegen} visitor (3), which is responsible for generating LLVM IR for computational kernels. IR generation logic resides in builders: classes with a common code generation interface but aimed at different target platforms (4). Currently, MOD2IR provides three code generation builders: 1) a default builder that generates serial, non-vectorized code; 2) a SIMD builder tailored for vector code generation; and 3) a GPU builder that targets NVIDIA GPUs. MOD2IR also allows adding debug information to the generated IR (5).

Once the IR is generated, it undergoes further transformations via three major MOD2IR passes. The first pass replaces transcendental math functions with appropriate library calls from vector- or GPU-math libraries (6) (see Section 3.3). The second pass annotates the IR module and functions with metadata (7). These annotations help subsequent LLVM passes with alias analysis or decide which functions will be offloaded to the GPU, and are inserted based on the domain information. Finally, the optimization pass is scheduled (8), which runs different existing LLVM optimization passes.

In the end, the optimized IR can be consumed in two ways: direct JIT-compilation for on-the-fly execution (9) or conversion to bytecode/assembly code for AOT-compilation (10) (see Section 3.4). The JIT engine is designed to be easily extensible, and MOD2IR currently provides an implementation suitable for executing LLVM IR on CPUs, or NVIDIA GPU platforms.

### 3.2 Code Generation

#### 3.2.1 Target-Agnostic AST Lowering

The NMODL AST does not explicitly define computational kernels, nor the underlying data structure that describes nerve cells including physical properties such as compartments, their areas, ion concentrations, voltage, etc. Instead, many AST nodes implicitly define the semantics of updating the state of a nerve cell. Mapping such AST nodes to corresponding IR operations would make low-level IR generation difficult, with a single AST node mapping to hundreds of LLVM IR instructions.

To avoid this, MOD2IR introduces a small set of new AST nodes specific to code generation, allowing to progressively lower high-level domain-specific NMODL AST nodes to newly-introduced IR-friendly abstractions and finally to IR itself. MOD2IR adds new AST nodes to represent: 1) a function, which is used to construct \texttt{nrn\_state} and \texttt{nrn\_cur} kernels from \texttt{DERIVATIVE} and \texttt{BREAKPOINT} blocks; 2) a \texttt{Mechanism} object storing physical properties of the nerve cell; and 3) a for loop which encapsulates all computations. Figure 3 shows an example of how these new nodes can be used to lower the AST for a simple state update kernel.

In order to make target-specific code generation from target-agnostic AST scalable and extensible, MOD2IR annotates expressions with \textit{traits}, which describe the behavior of an expression with respect to vectorization (shown as \{\{\text{trait-type}\}\} in Figure 3).

- \textit{induction} – Expression must remain scalar, even in presence of vector instructions. Most common use case of this trait is to annotate induction variables.
• broadcast – Expression is broadcasted when vectorized. This helps to specify how to vectorize constants.
• direct (default) – Expression with a memory access can be vectorized directly. This is helpful to specify how standard loads and stores are handled.
• indirect – Expression with a memory access has to be gathered/scattered and may have write conflicts on parallel access.

Availability of traits and a for loop AST node greatly simplifies code generation. Figure 4 shows C++ which is a direct translation from LLVM IR generated by MOD2IR for a range of platforms (1) – (3). We observe that it is sufficient to specialize the code generation for the for loop and the expression traits, leaving other code generation logic intact.

It is worth pointing out that some models, such as synapses, may issue multiple writes to the same memory location. When generating vectorized or GPU code, these writes must be atomic to maintain program correctness. Many downstream C++ compilers are too conservative and do not vectorize the code in presence of such atomic operations. MOD2IR exploits domain knowledge and trait annotations to identify conflicting writes, and has an additional AST node to represent such atomic operations to facilitate vectorization.

3.2.2 Target-Aware Code Generation. Generation of IR code is performed by the IRCodegen AST visitor (Figure 2), which uses an IRBuilder instance to generate target-specific IR. The IRCodegen visitor dictates the overall structure of the generated IR, in terms of basic blocks and high-level logic, and the IRBuilder provides concrete implementations of IR-generating functionality. This allows IR for different platforms to be generated with minimal effort; e.g., targeting a vector architecture merely requires an IRBuilder instance capable of emitting LLVM instructions on vector types.

By default, MOD2IR uses the BaseBuilder class to generate scalar code. It allows MOD2IR users to generate code for CPUs as well as extend it to support custom platforms. The builder has a set of creation methods that provide services such as accessing mechanism data members and looking up values in the symbol table, and are accessible to the subclasses of BaseBuilder. Also, the builder defines a set of code generation methods – virtual C++ functions allowing subclasses of BaseBuilder to customise the code generation rules, e.g. for atomic statements.

In addition to scalar code generation, we provide the functionality to generate SIMD code and target GPUs (only NVIDIA at the moment) via subclasses of BaseBuilder: SIMDBuilder and GPUBuilder respectively. As SIMD and GPU code generation requires specific considerations, here we summarise key implementation details:

SIMDBuilder: facilitates generation of vectorized code, overriding generation methods to ensure that: 1) the stopping condition and increment of a for loop are adjusted to account for the vector width; 2) scalar constants with broadcast trait.

Figure 3. The NMODL AST generated by the Lowering visitor for a simple state update kernel. All expression traits are automatically generated. In red – target-agnostic AST nodes specializing the for loop, which can be converted into different IR based on the target platform.

Figure 4. Direct translation from the LLVM IR generated by MOD2IR into C++ for different target platforms: 1) CPUs; 2) CPUs with AVX-512 support; and 3) NVIDIA GPUs. Note that C++ is presented here for brevity only.
import numpy as np
import nmodl.dsl as nmodl
from neuron import h

# two models represented as strings
hh = "NEURON { SUFFIX hh ...}"
expsyn = "NEURON { SUFFIX expsyn ...}"
models = [hh, expsyn]

# parse NMODL mechanisms and create ASTs
models_ast = [driver.parse_string(mod) for mod in models]

# create model to simulate
h.load_file('model.ses')

# model setup

Figure 5. An end-to-end example using MOD2IR’s Python API with JIT Driver. At the top, a representative example to demonstrate on-the-fly execution using the Python API of MOD2IR. It shows how mechanisms (hh, expsyn) written in NMODL DSL are instantiated and executed using JIT engine. Comments with [code] markers indicate the implementation details that are not shown for brevity. At the bottom, the underlying workflow in MOD2IR showing full pipeline from the lexer, parser, AST creation, AST transformations and IR generation to JIT execution on different hardware targets.

are indeed broadcasted; 3) gather and scatter instructions are issued in presence of indirect traits; 4) reading and writing with direct trait involves masked instructions to account for non-uniform execution of conditional statements; and finally 5) code generated for atomic statements issues a sequence of scalar writes to avoid write-write conflicts.

**GPUBuilder:** targets NVIDIA platforms, largely reusing the scalar builder functionality. The start and stop conditions of the for loop are adjusted based on thread, block and grid ids. Also, code generation for atomic statements is changed to issue GPU atomics (e.g. `atomicAdd`). In addition, when performing the annotations pass, we mark certain LLVM IR functions as kernels which are offloaded to GPU, enabling the reuse of LLVM NVPTX back-end\(^1\). This allows MOD2IR to use NVPTX-specific optimizations, as well as infer where in the GPU memory hierarchy the data must reside.

### 3.3 Integration of Vector Math Libraries
The NMODL DSL can use many transcendental math functions such as `exp` and `log`. For the open-source compilers such as GCC, the lack of a cross-platform vector-math library has been a limiting factor for the auto-vectorization performance of NMODL. As discussed in [13], the use of SIMD-optimized math functions is important. To interface with vector-math libraries, MOD2IR features a Math Function Replacement Pass (MFRP). Once the builder generates LLVM’s math intrinsics, the pass replaces them with appropriate function calls from the vector-math library. Currently MFRP supports five CPU libraries and one GPU library covering all hardware and OS platforms that NEURON is most commonly used today: Accelerate [3], Libdevice [53], Libmvec [44], MASSV [27], SVML [28] and SLEEF. Internally, MFRP reuses an existing LLVM pass\(^2\) and only extends it to support more replacement patterns, e.g. for Libdevice. Also, the use of an open-source library like SLEEF allows us to integrate it as part of the binary distribution of NEURON and avoid dependency on external, vendor-specific libraries but also take advantage of them when they are present.

### 3.4 JIT Execution and Interfacing With Python APIs
MOD2IR offers two compilation workflows: ahead-of-time and just-in-time. With AOT compilation, MOD2IR converts NMODL into LLVM IR, optimizes it, and then converts it into either LLVM bytecode or assembly file. The generated performance of NMODL. As discussed in [13], the use of SIMD-optimized math functions is important. To interface with vector-math libraries, MOD2IR features a Math Function Replacement Pass (MFRP). Once the builder generates LLVM’s math intrinsics, the pass replaces them with appropriate function calls from the vector-math library. Currently MFRP supports five CPU libraries and one GPU library covering all hardware and OS platforms that NEURON is most commonly used today: Accelerate [3], Libdevice [53], Libmvec [44], MASSV [27], SVML [28] and SLEEF. Internally, MFRP reuses an existing LLVM pass\(^2\) and only extends it to support more replacement patterns, e.g. for Libdevice. Also, the use of an open-source library like SLEEF allows us to integrate it as part of the binary distribution of NEURON and avoid dependency on external, vendor-specific libraries but also take advantage of them when they are present.

Figure 5. An end-to-end example using MOD2IR’s Python API with JIT Driver. At the top, a representative example to demonstrate on-the-fly execution using the Python API of MOD2IR. It shows how mechanisms (hh, expsyn) written in NMODL DSL are instantiated and executed using JIT engine. Comments with [code] markers indicate the implementation details that are not shown for brevity. At the bottom, the underlying workflow in MOD2IR showing full pipeline from the lexer, parser, AST creation, AST transformations and IR generation to JIT execution on different hardware targets.

---

1. https://llvm.org/docs/NVPTXUsage.html
2. https://llvm.org/doxygen/ReplaceWithVeclib_8h_source.html
code can then be used to create a model-specific executable by the regular code generation workflow discussed in Section 2.2. With JIT-compilation, instead of creating assembly or bytecode files, the optimized IR is directly converted to machine code for the specified target hardware and executed just-in-time. To achieve this, we have implemented a JIT-compilation engine based on the ORC JIT\(^1\). The availability of this JIT compilation in MOD2IR paves the way for a new type of simulation workflow in the NEURON, and enables implementations of easy-to-use programmatic interfaces for MOD2IR. We have extended the NMODL Python API to provide access to the LLVM code-generation visitors and the JIT engine, allowing dynamic execution of mechanisms.

Figure 5 shows a representative example of such a new workflow using MOD2IR's Python API and JIT-based execution. First, using the nmodl Python module, the mechanisms (hh, expsyn) are parsed and their AST objects are created. Using the neuron Python module we instantiate a simulation object. Then, we can configure the code generation target and execute all mechanisms using MOD2IR's JIT engine. While this workflow is not yet fully implemented in the production toolchain as some integration between NEURON and NMODL is still missing, the MOD2IR’s Python API is an important step towards the final goal of simplifying the code generation and making it more interactive.

4 Benchmarks

4.1 Benchmarking Methodology

We have set up a number of benchmarks to compare the performance of MOD2IR with the latest vendor compilers and math libraries on CPU and GPU platforms. The main objective of MOD2IR is to eliminate the need for maintaining multiple compiler back-ends with different programming models and third-party compilers while maintaining performance competitiveness. Hence, the goal of these benchmarks is to attain performance equal to or better than the code generated from the state-of-the-art compilers used today. Note that the AST transformations from Kumbhar et al. [33, Section 4.1] are implemented in NMODL framework and hence they equally benefit MOD2IR as well as existing back-ends.

For our benchmarks, we use the two standard neuronal mechanisms shipped with NEURON: the Hodgkin-Huxley (hh) and the ExpSyn (expsyn) models. The Hodgkin-Huxley model [25] is a set of nonlinear differential equations that describes the electrical properties of neurons and is commonly found in electrical models of neurons. The ExpSyn [22] is an exponential decay synapse that is deterministic and commonly used to model synaptic dynamics. As discussed in Section 2.1, when these mechanisms are transpiled, there are two kernels that account for more than 90% of simulation time: \texttt{nrn\_state} and \texttt{nrn\_cur}. These two kernels are laid out in such a way that the innermost loop iterates over all discretized elements in the neuronal model and the mechanisms of the same type stored together. This makes performance optimizations via loop vectorization possible.

The three compute kernels from the \texttt{hh} and \texttt{expsyn} mechanisms benchmarked here are representative of the vast majority of mechanisms found in NEURON simulations in terms of their computational characteristics and vectorization patterns: 1) the state update kernel of the \texttt{hh} mechanism (\texttt{nrn\_state\_hh}) has high arithmetic intensity due to use of division operations and transcendental math functions like \texttt{exp}. Hence, for vectorization performance the use of vector math libraries is important. 2) the current update kernel of \texttt{hh} (\texttt{nrn\_cur\_hh}) is a memory streaming kernel, having a low arithmetic intensity. In these kernels, the use of prefetch instructions or memory bandwidth saturation impacts the performance. 3) the current update kernel of the \texttt{expsyn} synapse is similar to \texttt{nrn\_cur\_hh} but it has the peculiarity of involving a reduction step in the main compute loop. This is necessary to accumulate synaptic currents within the same discretization element as there could be more than one synapse located at a specific location of a nerve cell. For these types of kernels, the auto-vectorization performed by general-purpose C++ compilers is unsuccessful as loop iterations are not independent.

In order to run our benchmarks in a realistic setting, we instantiate many instances of a mechanism with random parameters, execute them and measure the runtime. We make sure to allocate > 6 GBs of memory for each execution to avoid caching effects. Each benchmark is executed five times and the average runtime is reported, while the variance in all cases is very small. All benchmarks are run in double precision. Since MOD2IR supports on the fly execution via JIT-compilation, our benchmarks include results for both the AOT- and JIT-compilation workflows in the case of MOD2IR but only the AOT workflow for other compilers.

4.2 Benchmarking Platforms

All CPU benchmarks were performed on an Intel Xeon Cascade Lake CPU (see Table 1). Furthermore, we compare our implementation against four popular state-of-the-art compilers: Intel C++ Compiler Classic (icpc), GCC, NVHPC C++ Compiler (nvcc++) and Clang. The use of mathematical libraries is essential to achieving optimal code performance, especially due to the use of transcendental math functions, as their implementation can be highly sensitive to hardware platform details. Because of this, we use Intel’s SVML library and the open-source SLEEF library. We also run benchmarks on an NVIDIA GPU, comparing MOD2IR performance with OpenACC code compiled with NVHPC Compiler. Table 1 summarizes all the details of our benchmarking setup including hardware, compiler toolchains, and math libraries.

The compiler flags used for various benchmarking configurations discussed in Section 4.3 are based on production build

\(^1\)https://llvm.org/docs/ORCv2.html
configurations and ensure typical target specific optimization are enabled (e.g. \texttt{-march=syclake-avx512 -mtune=syclake -mavx512sf}). In every case, we additionally enable OpenMP SIMD for explicit vectorization via the \texttt{omp simd} pragmas, pass the most beneficial optimization level flag for each compiler (level 2 for Intel due to aggressive math library optimization that generate numerically different results and level 3 for others), and enable \texttt{fastmath} and \texttt{tree-vectorize} flags when applicable. The obtained results with the optimization flags are within acceptable accuracy range.

### 4.3 Benchmarking Results

#### 4.3.1 CPU Results

Figure 6 presents the performance evaluation of the \texttt{hh} and \texttt{expsyn} benchmarks on the x86 CPU platform. We compare the runtime of AOT compiled kernels. As MOD2IR supports JIT execution, additionally we measure performance with JIT workflow. We use Intel compiler with SVML math library as our baseline (speedup = 1) as it is often the optimal configuration used in production simulations. We show relative speedup (> 1) or degradation (< 1) compared to this baseline.

For the AOT workflow, we first generate C++ code using the NMODL framework, which is then compiled and, if specified, linked against the SVML math library (\texttt{.svml} suffix in the legends). The resulting shared library is then loaded at runtime by the MOD2IR benchmarking tool. MOD2IR can use either SVML (\texttt{.svml} suffix in the legends) or SLEEF (\texttt{.sleef} suffix in the legends) math libraries and then can be executed via JIT. The \texttt{mod2ir_svml} and \texttt{mod2ir_sleef} follow the AOT compilation workflow as well, using the Clang compiler to compile the LLVM IR code generated by MOD2IR and then creating a shared library. Finally, \texttt{mod2ir_jit_svml} and \texttt{mod2ir_jit_sleef} follow the JIT compilation workflow.

First, we observe the importance of using a math library, specifically in the state update kernel, which makes heavy use of transcendental math functions and benefits from optimized and vectorized implementations. This can be easily observed in the \texttt{nrn_state_hh} kernel that uses transcendental functions in which the performance of GCC as well as Clang is about 6.5× slower. But when the SVML math library is used, we see that Clang is able to generate better code and outperforms Intel compiler by \(~1.12\times\). The performance of MOD2IR with SVML is on par or faster than the Intel compiler baseline. For the \texttt{nrn_state_hh} kernel, MOD2IR performs \(~1.1\times\) faster.

Second, even though using the SLEEF library leads to a \(~1.28\times\) slow-down compared to the baseline, this is an important result as it provides significantly better performance than toolchains like GCC and Clang without having to rely on a vendor specific, proprietary math library (e.g. SVML).

Third, in the case of the \texttt{nrn_cur_hh} kernel, Intel compiler, GCC and MOD2IR have similar performance independent of the math library used. This is because current update kernels typically have memory streaming characteristics. Notably, we see that Clang is about \(1.43\times\) slower and NVHPC is about \(3.8\times\) slower than the baseline. For Clang, we looked into generated LLVM IR and assembly code and found that Clang generates more memory-related instructions. In the case of NVHPC compiler, even though necessary compiler flags and loop annotations are used, it reports that the vectorization is not profitable and does not vectorize the loop [29].

Fourth, even more interestingly, for the \texttt{nrn_cur_expsyn} kernel MOD2IR achieves an improvement of \(~1.26\times\) compared to other compilers. This performance advantage in MOD2IR is due to the fact that the MOD2IR framework is able to use the domain knowledge of the needed reduction operation in AST for synapse mechanisms, while the generated C++ code for the general purpose compilers must rely on an additional reduction loop in order to enable vectorization. In many neuronal models, synapse mechanisms are a dominant part of simulation time and hence this is a significant performance improvement using MOD2IR.

Finally, we note that the JIT workflow has on average no runtime overhead over the AOT workflow and hence using the JIT is to be preferred since it brings additional flexibility at no performance cost.

#### 4.3.2 GPU Results

Figure 7 presents the performance evaluation on an NVIDIA GPU platform. We compare the performance of MOD2IR to the NVHPC compiled C++ OpenACC code. We use the same strategy as in Section 4.3.1: for AOT workflow, a shared library is created using NVHPC compiler and for JIT workflow, CUDA JIT back-end of LLVM is used to execute the LLVM IR. The OpenACC implementation is used as a baseline because it is the default programming model in NEURON for GPU execution and has a similar performance to CUDA implementation [32]. As MOD2IR does not add significant overhead with JIT, MOD2IR with JIT workflow was used for simplicity of benchmarking. For all benchmarks, the \texttt{libdevice} library that implements math primitives for NVIDIA GPU devices is used. The presented benchmarks only take into account the execution time of kernels on GPU and do not include the data transfer. This is because NEURON transfers the in-memory model to GPU during the initialization step and subsequent timestep evaluations do not need to move data between CPU and GPU.
Figure 6. Performance comparison of MOD2IR on Intel Cascade Lake CPU (Intel compiler with SVML is used as baseline i.e. speedup = 1), plotted using a logarithmic scale. The color legend is ordered left to right; top to bottom. MOD2IR performs on par or faster than the baseline for state and current update kernel of \texttt{hh}, while it outperforms by \(1.26\times\) all other compilers for the current update kernel of \texttt{expsyn}.

Figure 7. Performance comparison of MOD2IR on NVIDIA V100 GPU (NVHPC compiler is used as baseline i.e. speedup = 1), plotted using a logarithmic scale. The color legend is ordered left to right; top to bottom. MOD2IR performs on par with the baseline for state update kernel and \(\sim1.07\times\) better for the current update kernel of \texttt{hh} mechanism. It achieves \(\sim1.2\times\) better performance for current update kernel of \texttt{expsyn}.

4.4 Discussion

With the code generation support of CPU as well as GPU platforms, we believe that MOD2IR serves as a good example for future domain-specific compilers in the field of neuroscience. The progressive lowering approach of the NMODL AST helps with the code maintainability and allows the support of new platforms in the future more easily.

We also believe that targeting intermediate representations like LLVM IR opens many new doors for code generation. In particular, MOD2IR can target almost all back-ends supported by LLVM, including GPUs, as well as enjoy many LLVM-specific tools like llvm-mca [2] or explore conversions to other representations like SPIR-V [30] or MLIR [35]. One other important aspect of MOD2IR is explicit vectorization. In the previous attempts with an embedded DSL library like Cyme [18], one needed to implement support for different SIMD instruction set extensions for each ISA. Using IR vector instructions helps us to avoid vendor-specific vector intrinsics, once again improving the maintainability of the code while achieving on-par performance.

Another important aspect of code vectorization is the availability of vector math libraries. MOD2IR supports a range of high-performance SIMD libraries with fast implementation of transcendental math functions, including both vendor and open-source libraries. Also, integration of libraries like SLEEF will help us to create binary distributions without dependency on vendor libraries like SVML.

For MOD2IR, performance is also an important consideration. In the benchmarks section, we have shown that MOD2IR achieves on par performance with the state-of-the-art compilers like Intel, GCC, NVHPC or Clang on most memories. Also, this data transfer is handled outside of the code generated from NMODL DSL.

The GPU performance results show a similar trend to CPU benchmarks discussed in the previous section. First, the \texttt{nrn\_state\_hh} kernel shows the same performance with both MOD2IR and NVHPC compiler. Second, the \texttt{nrn\_cur\_hh} shows \(\sim1.07\times\) better performance when using MOD2IR compared to NVHPC compiler. The detailed profiling analysis shows that the MOD2IR code has larger warp occupancy due to fewer registers used by the generated code. Third, the \texttt{nrn\_cur\_expsyn} of for \texttt{expsyn} synapse mechanism achieves \(\sim1.2\times\) better performance with MOD2IR. The profiling analysis shows that this is due to the higher arithmetic intensity, fewer loads from global memory, and more cache hits for the MOD2IR generated code than NVHPC compiler. In summary, MOD2IR performs on par or faster than the baseline performance of NVHPC compiler. Additionally, using JIT execution workflow MOD2IR provides better flexibility than the AOT compilation workflow with NVHPC compiler.
of the computational benchmark kernels, and sometimes even outperforms them by up to $1.26 \times$. On NVIDIA GPUs MOD2IR exhibits a similar performance trend. We believe that in the future, directly generating intermediate representation will allow MOD2IR to exploit the knowledge at the DSL level to generate more optimized code, leading to greater speedups.

5 Related Work

In computational science, DSLs have found many uses to generate optimized solver codes. Liszt [16] is an early example of a DSL enabling performance portability of mesh-based partial differential equation (PDE) solvers. FEniCS [37] and Firedrake [47] are examples of frameworks which automatically generate PDE solvers using the finite-element method. The Open Earth Compiler [20] is a recent example of multi-level IR generation in weather and climate modeling. Other examples of stencil computation DSLs include Pochoir [52], SDSLc [48] and Devito [38, 39]. Dawn [42] is a LLVM-based code generation library for geophysical fluid dynamics models. Halide [46] and PolyMage [41] are examples of DSLs allowing the user to tune image processing pipelines. Implementing DSLs often involves writing the same components such as a lexer, a parser, and an AST visitor. To simplify the design and implementation of DSLs, frameworks such as MontiCore [31] and AnyDSL [36] have been proposed.

Numerous examples of DSLs and code-generation frameworks can be found in computational neuroscience. The NMODL framework, on which this work is based, is a transpiler for the homonymous DSL being developed within the NEURON simulator. It supports different CPU and GPU back-ends but uses a source-to-source translation technique and relies on different programming models like C++, ISPC, CUDA, and OpenACC. Arbor [1] is another simulator, which supports the NMODL language with its own transpiler – modcc 4. Similar to the NMODL framework, it has different back-ends like C++, CUDA, and HIP to target different hardware architectures. For SIMD execution on CPUs, instead of relying on auto-vectorization capabilities of compilers, it implements various SIMD classes to support back-ends like AVX, AVX-512, NEON, and SVE. Other computational neuroscience DSLs like NESTML, NeuroML2 and NineML use similar source-to-source translation techniques to convert higher-level DSL specifications to Python, C++, or CUDA code. The code generation techniques of these neuroscience DSLs are discussed in detail in Blundell et al. [7]. All these DSL frameworks require constant maintenance and tuning with the evolving programming models and hardware architectures. To our knowledge, MOD2IR is the first example of an LLVM-based code generation framework for detailed brain modeling in the computational neuroscience domain.

6 Conclusion

In this work, we presented MOD2IR, an LLVM-based code generation framework with optional JIT-compilation support for detailed neurosimulations. Our approach builds on top of the NEURON simulator and the NMODL DSL, a declarative language allowing domain scientists to model the biophysical processes in neurons. We show how our framework allows to generate LLVM IR or compile to machine code rather than first generating a high-level language, such as C++, as has been done in previous implementations. This allows us to simplify the code-generation process while not sacrificing the performance – our approach generates code that is up to $1.26 \times$ faster than state-of-the-art compilers in terms of execution speed for performance-critical kernels. Thanks to the JIT infrastructure we offer a high-level Python interface with the potential to simplify the simulation workflow.

The progressive NMODL AST lowering method and JIT-based execution capabilities of MOD2IR, open up many optimization opportunities that were not possible with an AOT compilation. For example, runtime introspection capabilities for mechanism types and their locality will help to better expose parallelism, reduce the need for reductions or atomic instructions and generate optimized code.

In its current state, MOD2IR will require additional development to fully integrate with the NEURON simulator. Furthermore, we would like to support additional hardware platforms such as GPUs from other vendors and platforms with scalable vector width ISA, such as ARM Scalable Vector Extension [51] (SVE). While different in nature from traditional vector instruction sets, SVE can be easily supported by extending MOD2IR’s builders and passes.

Based on the results achieved by MOD2IR, we believe that compiler frameworks such as LLVM or MLIR can become the new standard in developing simulators for computational neuroscience. This will enable making the compilation workflow more interactive and friendly for domain scientists, while running simulations of brain models faster.

7 Data Availability Statement

The results presented in this paper (Figures 6 and 7) can be reproduced using provided artifact package [40].
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